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Journeys

Jelila

with

Blossoming Hearts Desires
Journey with Jelila, a top international healer in Bali with an
impressive track record, author of 4 books, and 17 years
experience of getting you the results you want.
Top international healer Jelila offers a range of healing sessions and courses. Free yourself from
past emotions, enabling you to be happy & successful now. Jelila reaches the heart of matters
with compassion and no judgement. Comments and Reviews below. In Bali. Also available in
France and Online.
The full menu is enclosed. If you are not sure what you need, please book ‘Jelila’s Signature Healing’ for
two hours, and Jelila will guide you .
Please call now to book your individual session or course, leaving you feeling relieved, renewed, &
relaxed. Or call for a free meeting to discuss what you need.
Meet Jelila, experience her inspiring work for yourself, and discover how you can benefit for health, wealth,
happiness, peace of mind, and success.
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Jelila

Please see more Reviews on Trip Advisor.
Please Rate me!
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\

peaceful
CHAKRA BALANCING
Per hour: US$ 80
Feel released, let go of your Chakra Blocks, Balance your Chakras. : A
soothing Chakra Balancing session to balance and harmonise your
Chakras and Aura. Silent hands-on healing calms your emotions, leaving
you feeling balanced, relaxed, calm and refreshed.
Uses Jelila’s Crystal Healing Chords to harmonise you, which you can also
buy to use for balancing after your session. ‘Better than a massage – lasts!’

rejuvenating
YOUTHENING CRYSTAL FACIAL HEALING
30 Minutes: US$ 40, Per hour: US$ 80
Feel younger, rejuvenate your facial tissue through a high vibration of light
delivered by sound healing and crystals. A healing focusing on
rejuvenating the cellular structure of your face, using clear quartz crystals
and crystal tuning forks designed to enhance energy flow in the cells, and
relax the mind, leaving you feeling lighter, peaceful, and looking radiant.

insightful
GENERAL AURA READING
1 hour reading US$ 60 , 40 minutes, US$ 40
Understand and resolve issues as you discover the light and colours in your
aura. A clear picture of 7 key areas of your life builds up and ultimately you
discover what your aura is presently saying to the world, in words. A simple
yet powerful process then guides you to release a Block, bringing
Understanding. ‘Accurate’ ‘Not what I expected – but great!’

entrancing
SOUND HEALING, LIGHT LANGUAGE SONG
30 Minutes: US$ 40, Per hour: US$ 80
Drift to a peaceful world of sound, as Tibetan Bowls,24 Carat Gold Crystal
Healing Tuning Fork Wands, Jelila’s Pure Angelic Voice attunes and
harmonises your cells, bringing peace.
‘I feel so peaceful now’
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balancing
CRYSTAL HEALING
Per hourUS$ 80
Feel energy moving in your body, release blocks, relax, in this
Intuitive healing, with more than 20 kinds of Crystals, releasing
blocks, balancing the flow of your Chi energy.
Using the Yoga Chord and Jelila’s other specially designed Crystal
Healing Chords, which you can also buy to wear for harmony.
‘I saw colours!’ ‘I feel peaceful now' ‘I love my Yoga Chord! I wear it every day’

practical

BOOK: THE POWER OF CRYSTALS, BY JELILA
129 Pages, Full Colour US$ 28
Learn to use Crystals for personal wellbeing and healing, by Jelila Everything
you need to know to get started with, this easy-to-read full colour book
includes details of Jelila’s own crystal Healing method, her Crystal Healing
products and how to use them. Get it on Amazon as a physical book or Kindle book, or order
from my store.
‘Easy to follow and very helpful’

Goddess Healing
goddess
GODDESS HEALING
Per hour: US$ 125
Be a goddess. Jelila surrounds you with blue light and invites in your higher
self and the goddess that you are. An empowering healing activating your
feminine power and what you want to create, leaving you feeling womanly,
creative and miaow! A Goddess!
You can purchase Jelila’s 12 unique and beautiful Goddessy Crystal Healing
Necklaces and matching if you wish. ‘I love to wear my Goddess Necklace as a Crown!’

.

clarifying
GODDESS CRYSTAL HEALING NECKLACE
Crystal Healing Necklace: US$ 44
Amethyst, Green Agate, & Garnet, are specially programmed to connect
yo with your wisdom, and your ability to act, so you know what to do, and
have the courage to do it. As you wear this Crystal healing Necklace by
Jelila you feel more certain. ' I love how goddessy it makes me feel!’
7
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relieving
ENERGETIC ENHANCEMENTS
Per hour: US$ 95
Get rid of your negativity fast and permanently without having to know any
details. A way of reprogramming negative beliefs, using a deeper form of
intuitive healing. Wordlessly releasing your negative beliefs and blocks,
leaving you feeling peaceful.
Jelila’s Detox Negativity Crystal Healing Chords are used to release negativity, leaving you feeling
clear, calm and refreshed. You can buy the Detox Negativity Crystal Healing Chords if you wish.

deeply healing
JELILA’S SIGNATURE HEALING
Signature Session 2 hours, US$ 300. Per hour: US$ 150.
One to two hour session, depending on what you want to cover.
Jelila’s signature healing, offering ‘optimal healing’. Includes hands-on
healing, crystal & sound healing, energy healings, past life clearing, negative belief clearing whatever you need!

Jelila holds a safe space, giving you her wisdom and healing power, with
compassion and no judgement.

You will be amazed as you discover and release the sub-conscious blocks and past life patterns

that have been holding you back from true happiness and greatness. If you’re not sure what
to book, choose this session which includes everything you need. Leaves you feeling happy,
relieved, and renewed.

supremely transforming
EXTREME SPIRITUAL MAKEOVER
The Makeover: US$ 1,800, includes 1 x CD worth US$ 30
Look so different and great that your friends will notice! Four x 2 hour
Signature Healing sessions help to create major transformation and
profound realisations. Includes complimentary healing CD worth
US$30 . Total $1,800
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SOULMATE LOVE AURA READING
1 hour reading US$ 60
Enhance your soulmate relationship, Find your soulmate, release a
love block. Discover the love light and colours in your aura. A clear
picture of the colours in 7 key areas of your life related to Soulmate
Love gradually builds up and ultimately you discover what your aura
is presently saying, in words, relating to Soulmate. A simple process guides you to release
a Soulmate Love Block.
‘Great’ ‘Profound’ ‘Awesome!’

loving
SOULMATE LOVE CD: LEMURIAN DREAMING
CD US$ 30, or as Download US$ 22
Enhance or deepen your Soulmate relationship Find your Soulmate,
Perspectives from different parts of yourself come together in this musical story
of Soulmate Love set in ancient Lemuria. 11 original songs, +4 spoken word, 60
minutes, guiding you to Soulmate Love. Jelila, singing with guitar. ‘Inspiring’

heartful
SOULMATE LOVE NECKLACE OR BRACELET
Necklace US$ 44 , Bracelet US$ 44, Set US$ 74
Attract your Soulmate, Enhance your Soulmate Love
Relationship.Wear your Soulmate Love Crystal Healing Necklace
/ Bracelet with specially programmed crystals to attract your
soulmate and help soulmate love. Rose Quartz for love,
Amethyst for wisdom, Pearls for a miraculous quality. Gently connects the masculine
and feminine within you as you wear it – for Soulmate Love.

inspiring
SOULMATE SESSION
One person for One hour US$ 95. Per Couple per hour: US$ 145
Enhance your soulmate relationship find your soulmate. A guided
visualisation leads you to meet your ‘inner Soulmate’ – a powerful healing
that opens you to create the soulmate relationship you desire. Sound and
crystal healing then clears any blocks to love, leaving
you relaxed and ready to truly love yourself and.. your soulmate!
Couples doing this session sometimes discover past lives together.
9
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completing
SOUL PULLING, SOULRETRIEVAL
One hour session: US$ 280
Feel whole, complete, and present, grounded, not ‘missing’ somtehing.
A gentle yet profound healing of the Mexican Curanderos Shamen. Like
a waking dream, as you lay down. It gently retrieves energy left behind
in past situations, leaving you feeling more whole and complete,
resolving past relationships so that present ones can heal.

Please give me 2-

3 days advance notice for this healing as it needs two trained facilitators to conduct it.

aligning
MATRIX ACTIVATION
One hour session: US$ 120
Bring strands together – Align and Focus your Life. This Activation uses
ancient Mayan mudras or hand positions above your body brings a
particular energy healing as you relax. This healing of the Mexican
Curanderos Shamen activates your Matrix in 5 areas: aligning you with
your Soul’s plan, opening your Destiny Choices, Aligning Karma and Experiences
and Balancing your Vitality. After your first General Activation you may have
further, specific ones on any topic you choose – a relationship, money, health, etc.

freeing
PAST-LIFE JOURNEY
1.5 Hour In-Depth Session: US$ 165. One hour: US$ 110
Experience your past lives for yourself. Relieve past blocks and
patterns. Gain understanding and freedom from trauma.
This gentle guided journey process works for everyone.
Brings Understanding, Self-Forgiveness and Relief of Karma, Patterns, Trauma.
In one hour you re-visit one or two past situations. In 1.5 hours you may visit 3 or 4 Past
Lives. Relaxing intuitive healing with crystals and sound healing music harmonises
you. The process works for everyone!
‘Non-weird’ ‘Empowering and helpful’ ‘Extremely Helpful – helped me understand...’
10
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Advanced and Superior: Get specific areas under your control, with
Light Language - the language of all manifestation, used for
manifesting goals and for healing.
Light Language Grids are combinations of sacred geometric shaps
and colour written just for you, to manifest specific desires or goals, or
to define your preferred energies for certain aspecsts of your life.
The Light Language sacred geometry and colour is installed in your
Aura – where it stays, forming a more solid intention for manifest your
goals. You receive a physical copy to put on your wall.
The sacred geometric shapes and colours are carried in your aura
and are what communicates your desires to the universe so they may manifest.
You receive a physical copy of the Light Language Grid to place on your wall.

aligning
7 SHAPED GRID
1x 7 Shaped Grid US$ 35 , 3x 7 Shaped Grids, US$ 75
Get your job, your relationship, your money, etc. Into the shape you want.
Define the energies for a fixed thing – such as a relationship, your job, your
home, your car, a project, a friendship, etc.
‘
‘I felt the positive energy the moment you had written my grid and it is very
helpful’

manifesting
49 SHAPED GRID
1 X 49 Shaped Grid: US$ 195
Heal a relationship, get the job, increase your income, etc. Manifest a
specific goal, Incudes 20 minute consultation to define the tittle of your
Grid. Then I write the Grid and send as a PDF for you to put on your wall.
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144 SHAPED GRID
1x 144 Shaped Grid US$ 395
Get what you want in a major area of your life. This large 144
Shaped Grid uses Advanced Light Language Sacred Shape
Geometries. Slower moving, defining energies for your life-time in
a broad area – like ‘Jane Smith’s Marriage’, ‘Jane Smith’s Wealth’,
‘Jane Smith’s Health’ etc. They work slowly and deeply, bringing
healing, transformation and growth. The Light Language is installed
in your Aura, the paper copy of the Grid goes on your wall.
Includes 20 minute consultation to define Grid Title.

completing
6 GRID PACKAGE
3 x 7 Shaped Grids, 2 x 49 Shaped Grids, 1 x 44 Shaped Grid
US$ 750
Cover 3 x areas you want to Align, 2 x Key Goals, and 1 Major Topic, at a
Discounted price: a comprehensive set of 6 Light Language Grids to cover
various areas of your life. Includes consultation on Grid Titles.

Sound Healing with Light Language
deeply soothing
SOUND HEALING WITH LIGHT LANGUAGE SONG
1 hour $110
Relax, lie down, and listen as your soul is bathed in positive energy
vibrations of Light Language song – the language of pure intention.
the vehicle through which I can weave stories of ancient times,
helping you integrate experiences your soul has had, and tell you
the most positive intentions for your soul, in a wordless way that is
totally absorbed by every cell of your body, leaving you feeling
positively energised and calm.
‘I couldn’t understand the language – but I loved what you said!,
‘Magical singing’ ‘You have the most beautiful singing gift’
12
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Jelila has created
12 Kinds of Crystal
Healing Necklaces
to harmonise 12 key
areas of your life as
you wear them.
Guaranteed for 10
Years against
Breakage. Simply
blow on your
Crystal Healing
Necklace to release
absorbed negativity.

FEEL LIKE A GODDESS
T HE YOGA CHORD
LOVE NECKLACE
ABUNDANCE
DET OX NEGAT IVIT Y
POW ER AND CONFIDENCE
SELF-EST EEM
HARMONY
SOULMAT E LOVE
SOUL PURPOSE
PAIN MANAGEMENT
CONFLICT RESOLUT ION
GODDESS

Made, fair trade, in Bali.
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abundant
MONEY ENHANCEMENTS SESSION
1 hour individual session: US$ 95 per hour 6 Hour Series: US$ 525
3 hours: US$ 280 get 1 Free Abundance CD worth $30!
Have plenty of Money, attract Wealth. Drop your Limiting beliefs
around Money, Enhance your Attitude to Wealth, and Discover
how to generate everything you ever wanted in your life.
A related healing CD - The Law of Attraction is available to
remind you to think positive thoughts on an ongoing basis.
‘Showed me how I am abundant’

attract wealth
THE LAW OF ATTRACTION JOURNEY CD
US$ 30, as Download US$ 22
Get more money and attract your other Desires – as this magical healing song
guides you to know The Law of Attraction – The Secret. The positive energy of the
music is programmed to attract your desires, every time you listen. Get it and
play it daily to expand your abundance on an ongoing basis. 25 minutes, Jelila
singing and playing guitar.
‘I listen every morning and it starts my day in a great way!’

expansive
GOLDENSONG JOURNEY CD
US$ 30, as Download US$ 22
Get clear on what you want as you relax and absorb the powerful positive
intentions in this magical abundance healing song, with guitar, which expands
luck opportunity and broadens horizons of what is possible in your life.
Contains a Mayan Shamanic Light Language Healing – The Destiny Matrix –
which opens you to 360 Degrees of possibility – then brings you back to a choice. After listening, you’ll
tend to find you can suddenly see how different aspects of your life are all possible and can be brought
together in a new way. For total abundance in all areas – health, wealth, love, and creativity. Get this
and listen to it 2 or three times a week to help you Get Clear on, and Expand, What You Want.
‘Inspiring and Uplifting, ‘Helped me find my own truth’
21
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radical
THE GIFT OF HARMONY COURSE
4 Amazing Days US$ 1,800 Includes CD worth $30,
Includes 1 week of free aftercare to guide you to put it into practise
Get Work-Life Balance. Completely stop your negative mind
chatter. Know your direction and why you are here. Course – 8
hours of The Reprogramming focused on balancing 4 key parts
of you – your Gift Characters.
‘If you are a ‘spiritual seeker’ who wanted to find the answer to peace and harmony
within, then this is it. ‘
Be guided to work through deep negative beliefs in 4 key parts of yourself – the
physical real part of you, the feeling one, the playful one, and the wise one. As
these four key characters are relieved of their core negativity, they transform from
their negative aspect to their positive – and ultimately, become able to work
together, transforming your life.
As this program is radical, rapidly releasing your mind of the ancestral build-up of
centuries of negative conditioning , we conduct it over just 4 days, to avoid too
much disruption in your life, enabling you to get through it quickly.
A week of free aftercare follows to guide you to practise using your new way of
being in your everyday life, until living in a more balanced way feels natural to you
The program creates the foundation within you to create ‘Work Life balance ‘ – as
you can then balance working, with relating and feeling, with creativity, with
spirituality – bringing all areas together into a cohesive whole and creating
amazing new meaning, happiness and fulfilment in all areas of your life.
The program is logical and the results are demonstrable – we actually demonstrate
how the change is effected in you, during the program. This is how we know it is
complete for you, and you will be able to see that being demonstrated as well.
The program also helps with Depression, Mood Swings, Self-Destructive Patterns,
Lack of Motivation, Uncertainty about Direction, Relationship Issues, Fears, and
more.
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This review is from Melanie,
about her experience with The
Gift of Harmony, and is on Trip
Advisor.
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THE GIFT OF HARMONY BOOK

US$ 28. Available on Amazon, Kindle and in my online stores.
Book by Jelila. Discover a simple practical concept that can
enormously enhance your life and relieve stress.
Attain Work-Life Balance. Have Time to Play. Understand your
‘inner voices’ and why ‘negative mind chatter’ occurs.
Discover how four key characters within you -4 'Gift Characters'
– are meant to work together in a fantastic new way. Learn how
it is their arguing, which is currently consuming about 80% of your
energy and time on needless inner conflict-causing
procrastination, which is holding you back. Understand your
‘inner family’ and how this outpictures into your relationships and
life. Discover a simple new way of understanding yourself and
relationships that is practical and Insightful and profoundly
helpful. 249 pages, fully illustrated.
Also available as a radical transformation process – see other listing.
‘A really helpful concept which is helping me understand myself

harmonising
THE GIFT OF HARMONY MEDITATION CD
CD US$ 30, or as Download US$ 22
Work-Life Balance: Get four key parts of you working together,
as you listen to these short easy-to-use spoken meditations that
help you get 4 key parts of yourself working together. Great for
Relationships and Word-Life Balance.
‘Successful Relationship Transactions are already making my
relationship happier!’

balancing
THE GIFT MUSIC JOURNEY CD
CD US$ 30, or as Download US$ 22
Work-Life Balance: Every time you listen to this special healing music, Jelila
singing with guitar, four key parts of you are invited to come together and
meet. This creates the space for inner harmony, helps relieves stress and inner
conflict. Great to listen to before sleeping. Helps Relationships and Work-Life
Balance. ‘I felt the four parts of me coming together, as I listened!’
24
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Each of 14 CD Journeys
focuses on one helpful
topic, and is a special
recording of Jelila singing
her original healing music,
with guitar. You will hear
positive suggestions, relax
as you hear Jelila’s angelic
soothing singing voice, and
you will feel the special
effects of positive
vibrational healing
intentions encoded in the
music, transporting you to
a place where you can
access your own self-healing, every time you listen, helping you relax,
feel good, and realise new understanding and truth for yourself.
Great to listen every morning to start your day in a positive way, listen when relaxing,
or put the CD on before sleeping and wake up feeling refreshed and with new ideas
and insights! Available as physical CDs or as downloads. NOT FOR USE WHILE
DRIVING!
You can focus the effect of the music on the area of your life you want by holding an
intention (making a wish for it to help in that area_ as you listen.
What people say - My favourite is...
... I Choose Me (4)– I listen any time I feel bad, and it
immediately makes me feel better.
My favourite is The Law of Attraction (5) – I listen every morning
and it starts the day right and always makes me feel great!
25
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1

LOVE

Love Travels

2

EXPANSION

Goldensong

3

POWER & CONFIDENCE

Dolphin Journey

4

DETOX NEGATIVITY

I Choose Me

5

ABUNDANCE

The Law of Attraction

6

HAPPY & LIGHT

Lute Playin’ Man

7

WISE & CERTAIN

Spirit of the Land

8
9

WORK-LIFE BALANCE
THE GIFT MEDITATIONS

The Gift,
(right))

10

CREATIVITY

Magic Book

11

SOOTHING

Lullaby for the Inner Child

12

UPLIFTING

Intro Journey

13
14

RAPID RESULTS
SOULMATE LOVE

I Wonder How
Lemurian Dreaming (above right)
26
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clarity
DOLPHIN JOURNEY CD
US$ 30, as Download US$ 22
A magical healing song, unaccompanied, of an undersea encounter with
dolphins. The dolphins carry you gently to the Lemurian crystal pyramid,
where you remember who you really are. For clarity and awakening you to
your deeper powers capabilities and gifts.

expansion
GOLDENSONG CD
US$ 30, as Download US$ 22
A magical abundance healing song, with guitar, expanding
what is possible in your life. For total abundance in all areas –
health, wealth, love, and creativity. Get this to use to help you
Get Clear on, and Expand, What You Want.

relationship
LOVE TRAVELS CD
US$ 30, as Download US$ 22
Collect all 3 CDS for US$ 80
Seven original healing songs of higher relationship, with guitar. Includes ‘Cloth
of Gold’ a high vibrational song that raises your vibration for higher relationship
as you listen. Get this for happiness and harmony in relationship.

14 SOUND HEALING

Journey CDS AVAILABLE FROM:

Listen at www.jelila.com
Buy Physical CDs: jelilahealing.storenvy.com
or jelilahealing.etsy.com
Buy Downloads at http://www.jelilahealing.bandcamp.com
Email for details: jelila@jelila.com
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MORE COMMENTS: Goldensong (2) helps me know what to do anytime I feel confused and I
love the angelic sounding singing
I love Dolphin Jourrney (3) – it helps me feel more confident.
I love Lullaby for the Inner Child (11) – I find it deeply comforting and nurturing any time I feel
hurt or a bit over sensitive, or upset at what someone has said... I use it for my child, too, it
soothes her as well, and helps her sleep...
I play Magic Book (10) before my brainstorming groups at work – it seems to help everyone
come up with new ideas! My kids love it as well.
I listen to Love Travels (1) when I want to understand my relationships – it always helps me
see what is really going on and brings great insights. It’s soothing too.
Decision making is easier when I listen to Spirit of the Land (7) – it seems to bring perspective
and helps me see the big picture.

You can read more about each CD Journey, and listen to a sample, at my website:
www.jelila.com

Please Click the ‘Downloads’ or ‘CD Music’ Tab on the Menu.
28
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Jelila is an internationally acclaimed natural intuitive healer and

author with a unique gift for colour, sound and vibration. Her powerful
yet gentle crystal and sound healing brings mind, body, and spirit into
balance and alignment.
Jelila holds you safely in a personal journey to discover and release
your individual challenges, emotional blocks, and negative patterns,
promoting your well-being, health, happiness and success.
The many therapies Jelila offers include: past life journey (like past life regression, but
without the drama!), energy healing, sound and crystal healing,aura & chakra
balancing, Aura reading, negative belief clearing, inner conflict resolution, soul pulling.
Jelila’s innovative healing CDs are available for home use.
Jelila studied Kundalini yoga and Gabrielle Roth Five Rhythms Dance for ten years which
opened her awareness of energy and other dimensions. She has a heavenly voice, and
sings her clients into harmony and balance with her beautiful songs and vocal toning.
Jelila is an initiate of the Curanderos Mexican shamen, and offers a number of powerful
yet gentle shamanic healing techniques such as soul pulling, which gently retrieves
energy stuck in past situations so that present relationships can heal, and matrix
activation, which aligns your matrix for destiny, karma, energy, soul, and experience,
bringing clarity and focus.
Jelila’s gifts of channeling light and information from other realms, her ability to travel
inter-dimensionally, and her loving sensitivity, have helped many people along their
path to wholeness. Jelila has a uniqueness which inspires others to discover and
explore their inner landscapes with a wise yet childlike innocence. She is an intuitive
visionary whose playful, loving and creative approach to healing has helped many
people discover their divine selves.
Jelila's unique healing gifts have been acknowledged by some of the world’s top
resorts. She has been Master in Residence at The Balé, Nusa Dua Bali (Sanctuary
Resorts) twice, and Master in Residence at The Four Seasons at Jimbaran Bay, Bali. She
is well-known in Bali for her healing work and her popular wellness column which has
gained her a valuable following, along with her 4 books. She is also a mentor for other
healers.
Jelila offers workshops, residencies, retreats, and healing sessions, sharing her unique skills
and helping many people in Bali, Singapore, Australia, Hong Kong, Thailand, & more.
locations according to schedule.
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Comments from Clients (many more)
“To the beautiful golden voice that guides me on my journeys! Thank you, Jelila for the joy
you bring and the wisdom you carry! You are an inspiration and a light and I thank you for
sharing your gifts!
The healing CDs work beautifully on all levels and the most amazing thing for me is that I
did not have to be consciously conscious while listening! It is optimal healing, where you
need it, when you need it, and at its very best!”
“Thank-you for a magical session. You looked like you had wings!”
“I already had ‘it’, just had to be shown where ‘it’ was. Thank-you Jelila.”
“An amazing individual experience – didn’t know what to expect but felt many different
feelings throughout the session – most of all felt very safe and let go of a lot of feelings –
feel very calm, balanced and happy now. Many thanks.”
“I feel reborn!”

What to Choose:
If you are not sure what you need, book ‘Jelila’s Signature Healing’, a session lasting from one
to two hours, and Jelila will guide you.
Or call for a free meeting to discuss what your needs are and what would suit you best.
Call now to book your individual session, or course, leaving you feeling relieved, renewed,
relaxed and inspired!

Sound healing with 12 Gold Crystal Tuning Forks.
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enriching
‘HAVING IT ALL – NOW!’ TOTAL ABUNDANCE
WORKSHOP
US$330 for 1 person, 3 hour workshop
US$175 per person for 4 hour workshop, for 4 people
Or US$ 330 per person, full day workshop, for 4 people or more
For 10 people or more, US$220 per person full day workshop
Release your Money Blocks, Polish up your Manifestation Ability, as you Discover how to create
everything you ever wanted in your life, through a fun process for creating health, wealth, love,
perfect self-expression – or, ‘Having it all – NOW!’ Jelila’s helpful workshop in which you will
discover the secrets of ‘conscious creation’ – how to work with the universe to elegantly
manifest everything you want in your life.
Using sound work, easy and fun creative exercises that everyone can do, and a special singing
meditation ‘Goldensong’ (available on CD) in which Jelila sings the ‘destiny matrix’ a magical
healing that opens you to 360 degrees of possibility, the workshop awakens you to a much
wider vision of what is possible for you in your life, and also enables you to bring different areas
of your life together creatively in new ways, leaving you feeling inspired, excited, and relaxed.
‘Great fun!’ ‘Insightful and great!’

enlivening
PRIVATE‘CHAKRA MEDITATION’ / WORKSHOP
US$180 for 1 person, 90 minutes
US$145 for 2 hour workshop for 2 people
US$135 for 2 hour workshop, for 4 people
Or US$ 330 per person, full day, min of 8 persons
For 20 people or more $58 per person , 90 minutes
For 20 people or more $220 per person, full day workshop
Discover the current energies in your own Chakras, relax, meditate, as you
are gently guided to get more familiar with the Chakra System, through
playful and enjoyable exercises that everyone can do. Includes gentle
movement, a sound healing experience that you join in (no singing ability
necessary!) a magical deep sound meditation – and lots of fun!
‘Wonderful!’ ‘Wow! This lady is the real deal! Blew me away with her Light
Language Song’. ‘Wonderful and fun – can we do it again?’
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life-changing
YOUR PERSONAL RETREAT
Book Jelila for your personal retreat or course. US$ 800 per day, for one person.
(2 people, US$ 1,200 per day), plus expenses. Can be on Gili Islands.
All expenses, Accommodation, Transportation and Food is covered by you,
as agreed in advance. Learn or experience Healing, Relationship Retreat,
Meditation Retreat, Yoga, Aura Reading, etc, Can be OTHER TOPICS as well:
Discover yourself as Jelila brings her wealth of experience to your individual
journey, with life-changing individual, group sessions, meditation, yoga – etc!
‘We had such a special day with you – thank-you so much!’ ‘Our marriage
is better for having worked with you – thank-you!, thank-you’

life-changing fun!
UBUD DAY RETREAT
Chakra Balancing Session
Playful Creative Activity
Lunch
Mani Pedi a-go-go with Book Reading or Song or
Meditation
Crystal Consultation &
your Crystal Healing Remedy Gift worth $22
Secret Hot Spa, Sauna and Steam Treat,
Bubbly optional (sparkling wine)
Tea
Flexible schedule – we design it together
1 person: $800 per day
2 people sharing $499each
4 people sharing $300 each
everybody gets their own Crystal Healing Remedy Gift.
Other options for groups possible,by arrangement.
Playfully discover yourself as Jelila brings her wealth of experience to your
individual journey, with life-changing individual, group sessions, meditation,
yoga – etc!
‘The hot spring with bubbly was the best aftercare ever!’
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Please email or call first and then connect

tel: +62 8585 735 4228 or +62 8585 732 6822

(mobiles - you can sms)

In Bali? CALL FREE from Fashion stores
directly opposite Kafe, Jalan Hanoman, Ubud.
website: www.j elila.com

email: j elila@j elila.com

eStores: JelilaHealing Storenv y.com

or

JelilaHealing Etsy.com

Pre-payment by Credit Cards or Paypal Accepted in my online stores.

Facebook: Jelila Jelila

Twitter: Jelila Jelila

Join my List: http://eepurl.com/kPeqf

Jelila

Trip Advisor Reviews. Please Rate me!
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Jelila

More Reviews onTrip Advisor. Please Rate me!
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Please email or call first and then

tel: +62 8585 735 4228 or +62 8585 732 6822

(mobiles - you

can sms)

In Bali? CALL FREE from Fashion stores
directly opposite Kafe, Jalan Hanoman, Ubud.
website: www.j elila.com

email: j elila@j elila.com

eStores: JelilaHealing Storenv y.com
Etsy.com

or

JelilaHealing

Pre-payment by Credit Cards or Paypal Accepted in my online stores.

Facebook: Jelila Jelila

Twitter: Jelila Jelila

Join my List: http://eepurl.com/kPeqf

Jelila
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I’ve written four books, available on Amazon/Kindle:

The Power of Crystals
The Gift of Harmony
The Reprogramming
Alien Wedding
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In my book, The Power of Crystals, I have endeavoured to share how to use Crystals for Healing
and Personal Wellbeing in an accessible and easy to read way. Full of colour photographs and
with information in small snippets linked to the pictures, you can dip into this book anytime and
quickly learn how to use Crystals.
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I explain the 20 Key Crystals that I use, and how they connect to
the Chakras. How Crystals can be combined to create other
vibrational recipes, is a key part of the book, along with an
explanation of how to use the 12 Crystal Healing Necklaces that I
have designed especially for Healing and Personal Wellbeing.
With The Power of Crystals, and my Crystal Healing Necklaces,
you can get up and running with Crystals straight away, and
benefit from their amazing power to bring peace, wellbeing and
harmony – in a completely natural and non-invasive way, for
you, your family and friends, and if you are a healer, for your
clients too.
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The Gift of Harmony lets you in on a secret – the negative dialogue in your head, is coming from
four essential parts of you. The physical real one, the emotional one, the playful one, and the
wise one. The thing is, in most people these are in considerable conflict inside– making it difficult
for you to decide which direction to go in. Find out about these 4, what they are there for, and
the Gift they each have to bring you, in this book.
To actually harmonise the four, you can go through The Gift of Harmony Course. It only takes
between 2.5 and 4 days to complete the whole thing, after which, you are in Harmony! You
receive tools and one week of free coaching to help you continue that feeling on an ongoing
basis.
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Fully illustrated (by me!), The Gift of Harmony shows
you how and why relationships show up the way they
do, and guides you to start to understand the ‘inner
blueprint’ for all relationships – a blueprint that can be
changed, by using The Reprogramming, my simple yet
powerful transformation modality, to change
underlying blocks and concerns – freeing your four
‘Gift Characters’ to work together in harmony, ‘making
life easier and more fun’.

The Gift of Harmony includes a major chapter on Tantra
that I added as an extra – it includes details of how to get
your energy flowing, what Tantra is, and how releasing
negativity contributes to your ability to be multiorgasmic.
You might also enjoy my online video talk on the same
topic.
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The Reprogramming ™
In my book, The Reprogramming, I share techniques I have developed helping you to release
your own negativity. The book guides you through key sections of interest that bother many
people, you can find your own negativity and use the simple yet powerful process to
permanently release it, for yourself. You learn how to make ‘Laundry Lists’on various topics and
clear out your judgements and negative thoughts.
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I wrote this book as I was developing The Gift of Harmony – this book includes the underlying
concepts that helped me build that relationship and life harmonising process that I went on to
develop. As such, The Reprogramming is a great place to start, if you are interested in
understanding how the mind works, and how it can be changed. If you are interested in learning
The Reprogramming this book helps you start, so you can do it for yourself and for others.
Also helpful if you simply want to understand more about what is going on in your relationships
with others, what motivates others to behave as they do – and what we can do about it!
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Alien Wedding is my deepest work.
In this book, I outline what may have happened at the beginning of the creation of humanity –
the possibility of DNA manipulation of the original Neanderthals, to create us, the human race,
and why.
My book is not about whether this may have happened. It is about how such an event may
have affected our psyche – the debris and weight we may all be carrying because of it = and
how to release it.
Through a full step-by-step guide, you discover one powerful negative hidden concept, in each
chapter. Please then immediately go on and follow the process to release thatconcern. Please
do not read all the book without doing the process in each chapter, as then you will simply churn
up all the negativity in your system, without it having an outlet! Which would not feel good.
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All the information in the book is very deep psychological work, I recommend you work with just
one chapter at a time, and release the belief. Then, wait a few days, before going on to the next
chapter.
You may find you need to sleep after each chapter – so you can integrate what you learn
through doing the process.
If my Alien Wedding book took you about one year to work through, then that would be a
perfectly reasonable amount of time in which to assimilate this very deep, ancient hidden
knowledge.
Please also try to avoid flicking through
the book, for the same reasons that I have
outlined – it will tend to ‘bring up your
stuff’ – without it having an outlet.
I came by this information when I was
drawn to the Ancient Aliens story, after
the positive ‘answer’ that I heard
intuitively when working with my healing
modality The Reprogramming to release
negative beliefs. I came up with a word I
didn’t know.
That word led me to videos about Ancient
Aliens. I was fascinated, and decided to
immerse myself in the information I found.
Then I slept. When I awoke the next
morning, the negative beliefs originating
from these Ancient Alien events, were
arising in my mind. I wrote them down,
worked with them to release them using
The Reprogramming, and then wrote a
chapter for each one, in the book I
decided to create - Alien Wedding.
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The effect of releasing this negativity, which you only need to do once, is like turning off your
stress taps, one by one. You will most likely feel much calmer and happier, after working with and
releasing the information in this book. It may also give you a new perspective on the world, and
history which helps you understand why things are as they are.
Rather than complaining about ‘big brother’ or conspiracy theory, Alien Wedding actually gives
you the information and tools and lets you release 14 ‘Key Slave Drivers’ for yourself, one by one,
from your mind, freeing you from ancient slave conditioning, and ancient concerns and worries,
that has been hidden up to now, but have persisted until this present time.
Because this work is so deep and so powerful, it was too much for me to carry on my own. That is
why I published it, in full, on Amazon and Kindle, straight away, and I am very grateful that I am
able to do this.
The book is fully illustrated (by me!} with lighthearted cartoons that I hope serve to add a
touch of levity to what is really a rather serious
and mysterious subject.
As well as being able to do Alien Wedding on
your own, through the book, you can choose
to do it as a healing process, guided by me.
Please contact me if you would like to do
Alien Wedding that way.
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You can buy my books from the following outlets:
Directly from me (e: Jelila@jelila.com)
At Soma Cafe, Jalan Goutama II, Ubud

In my online stores:
www.jelilahealing.storenvy.com
www.jelilahealing.etsy.com
and last but not least - at Amazon
and on

Kindle!

At Kismet Cafe, Jalan Goutama II, Ubud
you can also browse a sample of Alien Wedding.
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I have two online stores:

www.jelilahealing.storenvy.com

or

www.jelilahealing.etsy.com

You can ‘pay as guest’ – you don’t need to ‘join’ and put all those details!
When you click ‘pay by Paypal’ it just means that Paypal are providing the payment service. You
will be able to pay by Paypal OR Credit Card.
Please put your ‘delivery address’ as your normal address or Credit Card address. Do not put a
local address please.
In my online stores, you can browse my products and services, and pre-pay by Credit Card if you
wish.
When you order an individual session, I will contact you to arrange the details.
You can pick up items from me, or choose for them to be delivered to the address of your
choice.
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I can arrange delivery to you locally if you wish, for a small fee.
Payment is also accepted by bank transfer or Paypal, please contact me or email
Jelila@jelila.com for details.
Just let me know what your needs are and I’ll do my best to fulfil them.
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Information and Bookings Contact:
tel: +62 8585 735 4228
or ALT +62 8585 732 6822

TOP UBUD HEALER

(mobiles - you can sms)

In Bali? CALL FREE from fashion stores
directly opposite Kafe, Jalan Hanoman,
Ubud.
website: www.jelila.com

email: jelila@jelila.com

Pre-payment by Credit Cards OR Paypal is
Accepted in my online stores:
eStores: JelilaHealing.Storenvy.com

Facebook: Jelila Jelila

or

JelilaHealing.Etsy.com

Twitter: Jelila Jelila

Join my List: http://eepurl.com/kPeqf
SKYPE: Sessions by Skype/Distance?
Please email or call first and then connect via Skype to: JELILA2255

Jelila

Please see my Trip Advisor Reviews,
And Please Rate Me!
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